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Unit I

1. (a) Elaborate steps in pMOS fabrication

process with suitable sketch. 9

(b) What is etching process ? Explain type of

etching in detail. 6

2. (a) Explain the working of MNOS transistor

in enhancement mode and depletion mode

for different values of VDS and VGS. 8

(b) An nMOS transistor is operating in active

region with the following parameters :

VGS = 3.9V, Vtn = 1V, W/L = 100,

nCox = 90 A/V2. Find ID and RDS. 7

Unit II

3. Design the following functions :

(a) Construct a 4 input pseudo nMOS NAND

and NOR gates. 5

(b) F = NAND gate using Dynamic Logic 5

(c) D Latch using Transmission gate Logic. 5

4. (a) Explain different forms of pull ups used

as load in CMOS and in enhancement and

depletion modes of nMOS. 9

(b) 4 : 1 Multiplexer using Transmission gate

logic. 6

Unit III

5. Explain Lambda based design rules for different

layers, contact cut, CMOS and double metal

rule. 15

6. (a) Show how the MOSFET parameters are

scaled in full scaling. 4

(b) Discuss the limits of scaling. Why scaling

is necessary for VLSI circuits ? 11

Unit IV

7. (a) Draw the typical architecture of PLA and

explain its operation. 10

(b) What are the sources of power

dissipation ? 5

8. Explain ALU and design 4-bit adder, shift

register and multiplier by using MOSFET. 15
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